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Abstract. 
 Thermo-chemical degradation of Carbon Fibre Composite materials (CFCs) under intensive heat fluxes 
has been modelled. The model couples together heat diffusion, polymer pyrolysis with associated gas 
production and convection through partially decomposed CFCs, and changes in transport properties of the 
material due to the damage. The model has been verified by laser ablation experiments with controlled 
heat input. The numerical predictions indicate that the thermal gas transport has a minimal affect on the 
decomposition extent. On the other hand, the model shows that the internal gas pressure is large enough to 
cause fracture and delamination, and the damage extent may go far beyond the decomposition region as 
witnessed from experimental verification of the model. 
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1. Introduction 
Carbon Fibre Composites (CFCs) are currently finding more and more applications as a structural 
material, especially within the aerospace industry. It is not surprising since CFCs are comparatively equal 
in strength to the more traditionally used materials like aluminium alloys, whilst being considerably 
lighter. However, CFCs are comparatively poor electrical and thermal conductors. They cannot dissipate 
an excessive heat quick enough and they also undergo through very different thermo-physical 
degradation. These differences become important when considering the interaction of a lightning strike 
with an aircraft made from CFCs. The typical damage reported for unprotected CFCs panels due to a 
lightning strike are polymer degradation, ply de-laminations and splintering of carbon fibres [1]. This is 
quite similar to the damage reported after the fire exposure [2] or laser drilling / cutting of CFCs using 
CO2 and Nd:YAG lasers [3], which is not very surprising since the damage in all these cases has a thermal 
nature. Nevertheless, there are noticeable differences in the damage for these cases. The surface fire 
damage mainly removes the polymer leaving fibre skeleton exposed [2]. The drilling process injects so 
much energy into the material that both fibres and polymer are taken away without significant fracture or 
ply delamination [4][5]. This indicates that the lightning strike damage is somewhere between these two 
cases, which can be successfully modelled without considering details of the gas filtration through the 
partially decomposed CFCs [2]. Although previous studies [6][7] have investigated the damage due to 
lightning strikes, minimal attention has been given to the filtration of gas production. The latter is 
primarily important for predictions of the reported cracking and de-lamination, plus it is unclear how 
much thermal energy is actually transported by the gas and what effects it may have on the extent of 
damage region. 
This study develops a comprehensive numerical model to predict the thermal chemical 
degradation processes through which CFCs degrade and the model fills the gap between previous models 
[6][7]. It is worth noting that a lightning strike generates two thermal inputs, the surface heat flux from the 
plasma arc and the volumetric joule heat from the injected current. It is also a complex coupled thermal-
electric phenomenon and for the model verification simpler situations need to be considered. A slightly 
defocused laser beam can deliver a power density similar to a lightning strike in a controlled way with 
only surface heat flux. Similar to lightning, this heat source generates a thermal profile within the CFC 
which drives decomposition. Generally, two main thermal degradation mechanisms have been reported 
for CFCs, polymer pyrolysis and the carbon fibre sublimation [8][2]. The pyrolysis reduces the polymer to 
carbon rich chars and gases. The produced gases then filtrate through the formed gaps between the carbon 
fibres. It is the production of these gases and their filtration through the decomposing CFCs, which 
controls the pressure built-up and causes de-lamination and fracture. The aims of this study are to 
investigate the kinetics of gas production and the effects of gas transport on damage. 
Powerful lasers have been previously used to cut or drill holes in CFC samples 
[3][5][8][9][10][11][12]. The damage mechanism outlined in these studies appear analogous to observed 
lightning strike damage, i.e. polymer pyrolysis and cracking within CFC, which confirms the thermal 
mechanism of decomposition for all these processes. Laser ablation is a preferable choice of verification 
experiment, because the power input is well characterised and it removes most uncertainties related to 
boundary conditions. It was used to verify the model described in sections 2 and 3. Details of the 
verification experiment are given in section 4. 
 
2. Materials Model Framework 
Before a numerical model can be developed, a numerical framework to represent CFC needs to be 
carefully considered. The choice of framework is dependent on the physical processes under investigation 
and can have a significant impact on the simulation efficiency. Once the modelling framework has been 
outlined the method by which material properties are described within this framework are detailed. 
 
2.1. Homogenization 
Detailed analysis of thermo-chemical degradation would require a separate discretization of the 
matrix (polymer) and fibres. However it's not feasible to directly represent each 6 µm diameter fibre 
within a typical panel size of 1m
2
 due to the large number of mesh elements which would be required. 
Nevertheless, the most important features of the decomposition process may be predicted by 
considering CFCs as a homogeneous anisotropic material [13]. The fundamental simplification of the 
homogenisation approach is that the complex internal structure of a piece of CFC can be numerically 
represented by a simple block, which has the same material properties as the bulk CFC panel and it can be 
applied when the size of the modelling elements significantly larger than the fibre diameter. The main 
issue is the definition of an appropriate discretization size. 
Carbon Fibre Composite materials are formed from plies, consisting of long strands of conductive 
carbon fibres encapsulated in a poorly conductive polymer (epoxy) matrix. This internal ply structure 
creates a highly anisotropic ply. Whilst laying up plies, the alignment of fibres between the plies can be 
varied to obtain the required mechanical properties. This further complicates the bulk material properties. 
Throughout this study a local axis is defined for each ply, where the direction parallel to the fibre is 
designated 1, and direction 2 is perpendicular to the fibre in the plane of the ply. Direction 3 is taken as 
the through thickness direction of the CFC sample, and is therefore the rotational axis over which the 
other two directions rotate when switching from one ply to another. The rotation of the local axis for each 
ply, is given with reference to a global axis. In terms of discritization, each ply has to be modelled as 
anisotropic layer, but generally only a dozen elements are required to represent the through-thickness of 
each ply, to be sufficient to generate realistic predictions although it contains hundreds of fibre layers. 
This study uses the finite volume approach to discreitize the geometry by dividing it up into small 
mesh elements, which each element representing a volume, Vcell. When the decomposition front 
propagates through the CFC plaque, individual model cells may contain a sharp decomposition front and 
consist of quite different structures before and after the front. It does not strongly affect the validity of the 
homogenization approach since heat input into the cells mainly goes to the solid part with a high specific 
heat. In this sense, decomposition mainly affects heat transport via changes in transport properties. When 
using the homogenisation approach, it is important to be able to accurately predict the bulk CFC 
properties as a function of the polymer degradation.  
 
 
2.2. Effective Thermal Properties 
There are many published methods on determining the bulk material properties of composites 
[14][15][16]. All of them require knowledge of the volume fraction of the each species (polymer, carbon 
fibre, char and gas) present within the bulk material. The volume fraction )( i  of each species (i), within 
each mesh element is defined as  
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where the volume each species occupies )( iV  is given with reference to the mass of each species ( im ) 
and the constant density of each species ( i ) by considering  
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This method is only applicable for solid phases which are considered to be incompressible. The 
gas fraction the volume is calculated by determining the remaining volume within each cell which is not 
occupied by a solid phase 
      fpchcellg VVVVV =                Equation 3 
Where the subscripts “ch”, “f”, “p” and “g” refer to char, fibre, polymer and gas respectively. 
Having calculated the volume occupied by the gas, the gas volume fraction can then be calculated by 
Equation 1. Using the volume fraction of each species, the bulk heat capacity of the element at constant 
volume ( VC ) is calculated by using the series rule of mixtures,  
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 The bulk thermal conductivity tensor in principal axes (1,2,3) is given by  
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The conductivity tensor in global (x,y,z) coordinates can be recalculated using a standard 
transformations. The bulk conductivity along direction 1 ( 1 ) is given by the Series Rule of Mixtures [15] 
     iigchpfi   ,,,=1 =                 Equation 6 
As the decomposition progresses, the voids start to form in the polymer matrix and Equation 6 is 
not strictly valid. But the main contribution to the conductivity comes from the fibres (since the fibre 
conductivity is 2 orders of magnitude greater than that of epoxy) which stay undamaged and Equation 6 
provides a reasonable approximation to the real case. This phenomenon has been observed during laser 
processing of CFCs [8,10]. 
The polymer degradation more greatly affects the conductivity normal to the fibres. Although 
reasonable and accurate models have been suggested for two-component systems with uniformly 
distributed fibres [16], the damaged multi-component system (fibres, matrix, char, gas) cannot be 
modelled precisely. The thermal conductivity in the remaining two directions (direction 2 and 3) are 
assumed to be isotropic and can be approximated by the Parallel Rule of Mixtures,  
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Equation 7 provides a reasonable approximation even for the model cells covering the decomposition 
front. 
 
2.3. Properties of Constituents 
 An experimental study has been conducted to determine the reaction kinetics required to 
represent the polymer degradation [17] assuming the temperature dependent reaction  
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where R is the reaction rate given by the Arrhenius equation  
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Where n, A, aE  and   are the reaction order, the pre-exponential factor, the activation energy 
and the molar gas constant, respectively. The initial and final mass of the polymer are given by )( tmp  
and )( 0tmp . The following reaction kinetics have been obtained for M21/T700 composite used in this 
study: Ea is 181.73x10
3
 Jmol
-1
, A is 3.15x10
11
 s
-1
 and n is 1.344. The change in enthalpy caused by the 
pyrolysis has been experimentally measured to be (Qd) 0.9x10
6 
Jkg
-1
[17]. As well as kinetic 
decomposition (pyrolysis), the epoxy (polymer) and carbon fibre within the CFC could undergo phase 
changes. Measurements indicate the glass transition temperature (Tg) for typical epoxies are between 300 
and 400K, although these values depend on pressure and heating rates [18] (manufacture quote Tg for M21 
to be 383K). This study neglects the dependence of thermal and mechanical properties due to glass 
transition and pressure, keeping in mind a possible 100% increase in thermal conductivity of epoxy [18]. 
The specific heat capacity of epoxy is less affected by Tg [18]. Carbon fibres sublimate at around 3500K 
[8] and such temperatures rarely are achieved and so are not considered further. 
The approximate thermal properties have been obtained from literature [19][20], are defined in 
Table 1 
 
Table 1 – Material properties used in model 
Parameter Symbol Value Units 
Thermal conductivity of polymer p 0.1  Wm
-1
K
-1
 
Density of polymer p 900  kg m
-3
 
Heat capacity of polymer Cvp 2500  Jkg
-1
K
-1
 
Thermal conductivity of gas (CO2) g  0.025  Wm
-1
K
-1
 
Density of gas (CO2) g 1.997  kgm
-3
 
Heat capacity at constant pressure for gas (CO2) Cvg  720  Jkg
-1
K
-1
 
Thermal conductivity of fibre f  9.37  Wm
-1
K
-1
 
Heat capacity of fibre Cvf 794  kgm
-3
 
Density of fibre  f  1760  kgm
3
 
Molar gas constant M 0.044  kgmol
-1
 
Thermal conductivity of char  ch  0.2  Wm
-1
K
-1
 
Density of char  ch  1300  kgm
-3
 
Heat capacity of char Cv ch 1589  Jkg
-1
K
-1
 
 
The model assumes that all material properties are constant with temperature. The initial volume 
fractions of polymer and fibres have been defined as follows: p(t0) is equal to 0.4 and  f(t0) is equal to 
0.6 according to M21/T700 composite specification. These initial volume fractions assume there are no 
void present within a virgin panel of CFC. Finally, the produced gas is assumed to be an ideal, the gas 
pressure can be calculated by  
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where M is the molar gas constant for the specified gas, gV  is the volume occupied by the gas within each 
mesh element, the molar gas constant is  is 8.31 JK-1mol-1. 
 
3. Numerical Model Formulation 
 Using the above framework to describe the CFCs properties, the governing equations for a 
homogeneous material to represent the physical processes of the decomposition can be outlined. 
 
3.1. Thermal Transport 
There are several equivalent formulations for diffusion-convection heat transport [21]. The 
proposed model deals with constant volume elements within a variable pressure environment. The most 
convenient way to model the temperature field in the CFC is by considering the conservation of internal 
energy. The heat transport through a material as a function of time ( t ) is given by  
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 where VC ,   and   are the effective specific heat capacity of the cell at constant volume, density   
and thermal conductivity  . The temperature (T ), is given for the entire contents of a mesh element. 
Inherent within this expression is the assumption that all species are in thermal equilibrium within each 
element volume. The filtration velocity, vg, is further defined in Equation 14.  
The left-hand side (LHS) term in Equation 11 considers the change in internal energy as a 
function of time. The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) is a contribution of thermal conduction. The 
second term on the RHS side is responsible for the energy consumption ( dQ ) due to the polymer 
pyrolysis. The final term on the RHS is a contribution of the gas convection which is defined in terms of 
the filtration velocity, v , and the work done in the variable internal gas pressure field (P). 
 
3.2.  Chemical degradation 
Unlike the thermal transport problem, each constituent chemical species requires its own 
governing equation. There is no need to consider an equation for the carbon fibre, as it assumed that 
carbon fibres do not undergo a chemical reaction and that they are solid and immobile. The possible 
oxidation of carbon fibres are not considered here, since the pyrolysis products escaping from the 
damaged area block any oxygen supply and the decomposition in air is close to that under an inert 
atmosphere [4].  
The chemical degradation of the polymer due to pyrolysis is given by Equation 8 and 9. Due to 
the conservation of mass the fractions of gas and char which are produced must equal unity, 
( ) 0p g chd m m m   . By introducing the mass fraction of the decomposed polymer, which is now gas 
or char, ξg or ξch, respectively, the governing equation for the gas mass in the cell can be written as  
 
   
  
               Equation 12 
The first term on the RHS gives the rate at which the mass of gas is produced at particular point in the 
material. The second term on the RHS represents the mass convection through the decomposing material. 
The equation for the char is similar to (12), and is expressed as  
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ch =                Equation 13 
with no convective transport term included in Equation 13, as the char is assumed to be an immobile solid 
which sticks to the surface of the fibres. 
The gas filtration velocity in Equation 12 is taken from the Darcy's filtration law  
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 where   and   are the permeability and the gas kinematic viscosity respectively. The second term in 
the denominator represents the porosity (voids). As it is assumed that there are no voids within initial 
CFCs, the porosity can be equated to the volume fraction of gas. The permeability depends mainly on 
specific surface area of the decomposing material and can be approximately expressed by the Kozeny 
Blake equation [22][23][24],  
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where fr  is the radius of a single carbon fibre. 
Initial voids generation with φg tends to 0 and low permeability results in very small filtration 
velocity vg tends to 0. Due to the large difference in specific volume of solid and gas the model predicts 
very high pressures. This unphysical behaviour is due to the omission of mechanical effects, such as 
compression of polymer matrix and its cracking and de-laminations along the fibres to generate large 
pores and easier gas escape routes, which would reduce the pressure. It is impossible to accurately model 
such effects using a homogenisation approach, but to avoid generating an over pressure, the permeability 
given by Equation 15 is modified to include gas pressure effects, i.e.  
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The choice of max depends on the failure mechanism. Observations in section 4 suggest that the volume 
fraction of polymer at which fractures are observed are very small. The gas bubble starts to form in the 
polymer and the associated stress decays inverse proportional to the distance from the bubble. It indicates 
that the stresses are high in the polymer but they don’t extend to the fibres. Based on this observation, 
max is defined by the tensile strength of polymer. If the gas pressure exceeds the tensile strength of 
polymer within the CFC )( max  then the permeability (γ)is held at a constant permeability, min . The 
minimum permeability ( min ) can be found from the numerical simulation for every CFC material by 
determining a self-consistent combination  of  ,min max  .  In the present study the constant permeability 
( min ) of 
22106   m2 occurs when the gas pressure exceeds max is equivalent to 6 x10
7 
Pa. 
 
3.3  Boundary and Initial Conditions 
For the heat transport both boundary conditions and initial values need to be specified. The initial 
temperature, )( 0tT , is assumed to be uniform and equal to 300 K. The heat flux from the laser beam is 
modelled by a circular 2D Gaussian function, with the function being defined over the x-z plane:  
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The beam radius is given as   with the beam centred at ( 0x  , 0z ). The peak heat flux from the laser 
beam is defined by the power output from the laser )( LP , divided by the area under the Gaussian curve. 
Additionally, all boundaries are subject to black body thermal radiation, with the emissivity of the CFC 
are taken as εcfc is 1.  A constant ambient temperature ambT  is assumed to be 300 K. The convective 
cooling has been ignored in the model since its contribution is only a small fraction of radiative losses as 
been confirmed by several trial runs. 
An edge boundary condition is required for Darcy's law (Equation 14) and this is that the pressure 
at all boundaries is equal to 1 Atm. The initial mass of polymer ))(( 0tmp  and carbon fibre ))(( 0tm f  
within a cell is given by the initial fibre volume fraction )( 0tf  and the density of each species. They are 
defined as 
   cellfff Vttm  )(=)( 00 ,   cellpfp Vttm  )(1=)( 00              Equation 18 
It is assumed, that initially there is no char, gas or voids within the CFCs. 
 
 
3.3 Numerical Algorithm 
 Simultaneous solution of the non-linear Equations 11 to 14 is unpractical, due to their coupled 
nature. This complication is overcome by applying the fractional step method, which replaces a fully 
coupled model by a linked chain of equations [25]. The numerical algorithm has been implemented using 
a segregated solver with the following split: transient heat transfer (Equation 11, diffusion only) - 
chemical reaction (Equation 8, 9, 12 and 13, new estimates for pyrolysis products) – temperature changes 
due to pyrolysis (Equation 11), heat source only and gas pressure estimates) - gas transport and thermal 
convection (Equation 12), with only convection term in Equation 11). The heat diffusion is solved using 
fully implicit algorithm. The chemical reaction Equation 8 and 9 are solved analytically. With the new 
temperature and mass profiles, the pressure estimates are obtained which leads to the filtration velocity. 
The gas convection sub-model is then solved using an implicit backward Euler scheme. The effective 
material properties are updated after each sub-step. This sequence is repeated on each time step until the 
total simulation time is reached. The detail of the implementation of this numerical algorithm is given in 
[17].  
 
4. Laser Ablation – Verification Experiments 
 This study used a 6 W pumped diode laser from Coherent [26], which had a Gaussian beam 
radius ( ) of mm1.125 . Strips of CFC with dimensions, 50mm x 7mm x 5mm (length, width, height) 
were cut from a larger panel of M21/T700 composites using a diamond edge tile cutter. The composite 
panel had 22 plies with fibre direction (local axis 1) in each ply was rotated by 45, 135, 0, 0, 90, 0, 135, 0, 
45, 45, 0, 0, 45, 45, 0, 135, 0, 90, 0, 0, 135, 45, degrees with respect to the global x axis along the length 
of the samples. There are thin layers of polymer between each ply. The samples were ablated for 10, 30, 
60, 90, 120, 150, 180 seconds. Each CFC strip used for three ablation experiments, with beam centres 
equally spaced along the length of the samples. It insures that the interaction with neighbouring 
previously ablated regions were negligible. 
 
4.1  Analysis of Damage 
 The ablated samples were then scanned using X-ray tomography with local resolution of 17.7 
microns (details of the x-ray scans can be found in [27]) to investigate the spatial dimensions of the 
damage. An example of a reconstructed X-ray tomography image, for the 180 seconds ablated CFC 
sample is shown by a top down view in Figure 1 and a cross section through the middle of the damage 
region (along fibres) in Figure 2. The X-ray tomography shows three distinct regions. The solid grey 
regions represents the undamaged material, the grey streaky region depicts where the polymer has been 
removed, but the fibres still remain, and the black region indicates where there is no material present. 
 
   
Figure  1: X-ray tomography image of a laser ablated sample with the damaged section orientated in 
according to the fibre orientation. The damage shown is for an ablation time of 180 seconds. 
   
From Figures 1 and 2 the polymer damaged region resembles a half of ellipsoid, with the major 
elliptical axis being at 45 degrees to the x axis. This corresponds to the fibre direction in the top ply. The 
small dark region in the centre indicates that some fibre removal has also occurred. The cross section slice 
shown in Figure 2 is taken at the section with maximum damage depth. The observed topology does not 
show any “undercutting” damage in plies below the top ply, something clearly observed in laser drilling 
experiments [3]. It is because the heat injection in the present study takes place at the top ply, whereas for 
drilling experiments [3] the laser directly interact with under surface plies.  
 
Figure  2: Vertical section of X-ray tomography image for laser ablated sample. The damage shown is for 
an ablation time of 180 seconds 
   
In Figure 2, the polymer degradation and the fibre removal region extend to the second ply below 
the surface. The shape of the decomposed region is elongated in the direction along the fibres since they 
provide the easier conductive paths. There is also an evidence of cracking and/or de-lamination occurring 
far below the polymer degradation region. These are believed to be caused by a large internal gas 
pressure, which occurs due to the gasses produced by the polymer pyrolysis. 
The experiments have helped define basic requirements for the model, namely; 
1) To determine the typical maximum heat flux when the pressure effects can be neglected and the 
damage is solely due to chemical reaction. 
2) To establish whether the fracture / delamination region be easily linked with the calculated pressure 
profile or whether an additional mechanical model is needed. 
3) To investigate if gas production and transport affect only the pressure profile or if they also 
contribute to the temperature profile via convection. 
4) To establish the importance of the anisotropy on the resultant thermo-chemical degradation. 
 
5. Simulation Predictions 
The geometry used by the numerical model replicates the CFC sample used in the laser ablation 
experiment. To optimise the numerical model, rather than modelling an entire strip of CFC, the model 
only considers the region directly surrounding the point of laser ablation. Furthermore, in addition to 
modelling a representative ply layout the numerical model also considers the piece of CFC to be 
unidirectional, with the fibre axis orientated along the x axis. This may be a reasonable assumption to 
make if the damage depth is limited to the first few plies as the through thickness conductivity varies only 
slightly for multi directional CFCs. However on the other hand, contact regions between plies with 
different fibre orientation may have low conductivity and it influences the heat transport and associated 
damage. Therefore, the effects of the change in fibre orientation in subsequent plies have been studied in 
the numerical experiments. 
For an accurate comparison with the experimental results, it is important that the dimension along 
the fibre in the model, matches that of the experimental sample. This is because of the close proximity of 
the heat source to these sample edges means that it is unlikely that these edges will be at a constant 
ambient temperature, and so the distance to the boundary will affect the temperature profile within the 
material. The length of the geometry along the fibre direction xL  is taken as the length of the fibre within 
the CFC sample. Due to the quasi-isotropic layup of the CFC panel, the fibre direction on the top panel is 
at 45 degrees to the x direction, and so Lx is the length of the fibres along this 45 degree angle, which 
equates to Lx being 10mm. The thickness of the assembly (Ly) is taken to be the same as that of the real 
CFC sample i.e. 5mm. The dimension in z direction is less important due to the poor thermal conductivity 
of the top ply in these directions, which restricts the heat transfer. But subsequent plies have fibres along z 
direction and the sample length along this direction Lz is taken to match that of Lx. The geometry used 
within the numerical model is shown in Figure 3. 
  
Figure 3: Geometry used by the numerical model 
The laser heat flux defined by Equation (16) is positioned in the centre of the top surface as 
shown in Figure 3.  
 
The gas transport Equation 11, 14 and 15 imposes strict conditions on time steps and these need 
to be considered. The time step may have a noticeable influence on temperature profiles, if not, then gas 
transport can be decoupled from pyrolysis. If the pressure build up is mainly linked to the void formation, 
it can be used to predict the fracture region. The numerical model is first used to investigate the details of 
the physical processes by considering a one dimensional degradation through the thickness the CFC. It 
represents a damage which takes place in CFCs under influence of powerful (several kW) laser beam with 
diameter (~50mm) significantly larger than the panel thickness 5mm. Having investigated the physical 
processes, the simplified 3D model is then used to validate the numerical model by comparing the 
experimental results with numerical predictions. 
 
5.1  Qualitative prediction from 1D model 
The uniform heat flux of 0.38 MW m
-2
 is applied to the top surface of the panel. The system of 
equations described in section 3.1 is solved by the algorithm described in section 3.2. The non-uniform 
mesh was used where the size of the mesh element follows an arithmetic growth rate given by the dy. For 
the purpose of this study the growth rate is defined by the size of the initial mesh element. A series of 
convergence tests for this model have been reported in [17] and have revealed that the temperature is 
calculated to less than 0.1% of a well defined analytical solution.  
 
 
5.1.1 Pressure Effects of Gas Transport 
The temperature profile and the polymer volume fraction after 0.5 sec and 1 sec are shown in 
Figure 4. It can be seen that there is a definite change in slope of the temperature profile. This is a point 
where a sudden decrease in polymer volume fraction takes place over a particular time instance, which 
will be referred to as the reaction front. This change in temperature gradient is related to the variation of 
material properties due to the chemical degradation. . As the polymer is removed, thermal conductivity of 
the composite drops from 0.246 W/(mK) to 0.062 W/(mK). This initial analysis neglects variations in the 
polymer’s properties due to pressure changes and glass transition (M21 Tg is 383K) since the exact 
dependences are not known. Qualitatively, the conductivity of polymer may increase by factor of 2 [18] 
which would results in composite thermal conductivity of 0.484 W/(mK), at polymer temperatures above 
its Tg of 383 K. This would make the temperature profile in undamaged CFC flatter and the change in the 
slope would be even more pronounced. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  4:  Through thickness temperature profile and polymer fraction predicted by the 1D model 
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It is further evident from Figure 4 that the reaction front is relatively steep, which implies that the 
reaction occurs suddenly when the temperature of the polymer reaches a critical value, in this case 
approximately 1200K. It may appear that instead of modelling pyrolysis, it is possible to introduce a 
sublimation phase change at that temperature. Unfortunately, the kinetics of pyrolysis reaction are 
important, as the critical temperature at the reaction front depends on the input heat flux dynamics and it 
cannot be set a priori.  
The gas accumulation within the material is represented by an effective gas density rather than the 
trapped gas mass within each mesh element, because due the non-uniform mesh it is more appropriate to 
compare the mass of gas per unit volume of the material. The effective gas density )( †pm  is defined by 
      † g
g
cell
m
m
V

                   Equation 19 
The effective gas density (Figure 5) shows an initial increase up to the reaction front, where it 
peaks. After this peak, there is a strong decrease in gas density followed by another peak. 
  
Figure  5: Effective gas density, solid lines – predictions up to a “realistic” limit of the model, dashed 
lines show the differences in predictions for max=6 10
7
 Pa, and for max= (no fracture) 
 
The first increase in effective gas density is due to a large gas production in the vicinity of the 
reaction front. The gas filtrates through the material and escapes at the surface with the pressure drop 
between the front point and the surface. Moving deeper into the material, the gas production drops due to 
the decrease in temperature. However at some point, the amount of gas trapped inside begins to increase 
again if the permeability constraint Equation 16 is applied to avoid an over pressure. The second peak 
corresponds to very low porosity and almost zero permeability. Nevertheless, pyrolytic reaction still takes 
place here, which hence causes a very high pressure region, as shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure  6: Internal gas pressure and gas volume fraction, solid lines – predictions up to a “realistic” limit 
of the model, dashed lines show the differences in predictions for max=6 10
7
 Pa, and for max= (no 
fracture) 
 
It is worth noting that the model describes this peak pressure region only qualitatively. The gas 
pressure in this region is above the mechanical strength of the polymer matrix and so would result in local 
fractures. As a result of the fracture the pressure drops not only because of increased filtration but also 
simply by availability of the additional volume for the gas to occupy. In summary, the second effective 
gas density peak in Figure 5 is due to permeability constraint Equation 16 applied to avoid an over 
pressure. We consider it as a model artefact, as in reality it should not be there due to the void formed by 
the fracture. It is solely due to the gas filtration from the bulk material with constrains imposed by 
Equation 16. If no fracture is assumed this second peak does not appear, see Figure 5. The model 
predictions in the vicinity of the second peak and to the right of it cannot be used for quantitative analysis. 
In fact the description of this region is limited by the conservation of mass and energy only and it is 
shown by dotted lines in Figures 5-7.  
  
Figure  7: Pressure inside the decomposing material and its permeability as a function of the distance from 
the surface, solid lines – predictions up to a “realistic” limit of the model, dashed lines show the 
differences in predictions for max=6 10
7
 Pa, and for max= (no fracture) 
   
The pressure profile portrays three distinct regions, which each can be explained with reference to 
Figures 5, 6, 7. Consider the pressure after 1sec of laser exposure and move from the heat source on the 
surface through the bulk of the CFC, the initial region shows an apparent constant pressure. There is in 
fact a slight increase in pressure from the boundary to approximately 0.2 mm. The slight increase in 
pressure is caused by the increasing effective gas density which overcomes the decrease in temperature. 
After this initial region, there is a large increase in gas pressure between 0.2 mm and 0.33 mm in depth. 
This several orders of magnitude increase is caused by the gas volume fraction tending towards zero and 
low permeability not allowing this gas to escape. Gas staying at almost solid density would expect to have 
a very large pressure (of course the ideal gas law is a very crude approximation for such conditions and 
can be used only for qualitative analysis). By comparing Figures 5 and 6, it is evident that as the gas 
volume fraction decreases there is a rapid decrease in permeability until the permeability becomes 
constant due to local fractures at around 0.33 mm depth. The low volume fraction of gas (5%) can be 
defined with reference to the reaction front at 0.23 mm. It is observed that the fracture pressure occurs at 
around 0.35 mm, far ahead of this reaction front with the volume fraction of gas been very small (0.05%). 
The peak internal gas pressure in Figure 6 is approximately 2 x10
8
 Nm
-2
, which is above the tensile 
strength of the polymer, occurs when the void volume fraction is below 0.01%. It is a non-realistic 
prediction and it is shown in the figure as a dashed line. It allows the gas pressure to exceed the tensile 
strength in this calculation assuming constant permeability in this region. The fracture opens the pores, 
releases the gas but also reduces the pressure by increasing void volumes, although such pressure changes 
were not incorporated into the model. It was not included because in reality for small voids the local 
compressibility would compress the surrounding polymer and the real pressure would drop to max 
(6 x10
7 
Pa in our model) without any fracture and associated increase in the permeability.   
Approximately, based on the combination of model predictions and the experiment (Figure 2) it can be 
assumed that the fracture occurs at the point where the volume fraction of voids exceeds 0.05%. 
 
5.1.2  Thermal Convection Effects of Gas Transport 
 The influence of the convective gas transport on the internal energy of the system has been 
investigated. For comparative analysis the same 1D model as used in section above is re-solved, with and 
without the transport model subroutine, term                  in Equation 11. Any excessive gas 
(above atmospheric pressure) produced in the pyrolysis process had been removed from the cell and for 
material properties calculations it was assumed that the gas in voids stays at 1atm. The numerical 
predictions from these models are compared by considering the difference in the mass of degraded 
polymer )( , which is defined by 
      *0 0| ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) |p p p pm t m t m t m t                    Equation 20 
 where, )( 0tmp  and )(tmp  are the summation of the total polymer mass at the initialisation of the 
model and later at time t . The superscript ' * ' refers to the model which included the gas transport. The 
difference of the degraded polymer, shown in Figure 8, highlights any differences in temperature profile 
which would have affected the chemical reaction. 
 Figure  8: Difference in the amount of polymer mass which degraded when the gas transport has been 
included and omitted. The difference increases up to 0.03 s, however after this point there are no 
noticeable changes. The maximum difference in degraded polymer mass is about 5·10
-3 
kg which equates 
to approximately 6% variation between models. 
 
From Figure 8, it is evident that for solution times above 0.03sec, there is a roughly constant 6%  
difference in the amount of polymer which has degraded. This slight difference can further be seen in 
temperature profiles predicted by these two models, as shown in Figure 9. The gas convection slows down 
the propagation of the decomposition front at the initial stage up to 0.1sec and this slight delay stays intact 
at later stages. The gas convection slows down the propagation of the decomposition front at the initial 
stage up to 0.03s and this slight delay stays intact at later stages. Generally speaking the gas transport 
needs to be included when the surface ablation plays a major role in the damage. In the case of lightning 
strike the degradation takes place deep inside the material (hundreds of microns), and in this case 
neglecting of gas transport effects is a reasonable simplification.  
  
Figure  9: Temperature profiles at two different time instances for the model with and without the gas 
transport 
 
5.1.3  Discussion 
Numerical predictions from the 1D model have shown several distinguishing features of the 
degradation process. Principal among these is that Figure 6 demonstrates, that the peak internal gas 
pressure is large enough to cause de-lamination and cracking. Furthermore it appears that the magnitude 
of the peak pressure is defined by the permeability of the system, as it restricts the movement of gas from 
the large pressure regions. The quantitative description of the fracture requires modelling of polymer 
compressibility, local fracture and complex variations in permeability. The current model formulation 
does not have these features and it can be used only for qualitative predictions of the extent to which the 
fracture occur. Nevertheless, the model suggests that the high pressure region extends approximately two 
times further than the reaction front and can be approximately described as a gas volume fraction of 
0.0005. It has also been shown that thermal gas transport has minimal affect on the predictions of 
temperature profile. The removal of the thermal gas transport model dramatically reduces the numerical 
solution time, so realistic predictions can be obtained by omitting gas convection from the model. Instead, 
the fractured region is approximately described by a contour where the gas volume fraction is φg = 0.0005. 
 
5.2  Full 3D modelling of Thermal Degradation of CFC Panels 
To draw a comparison between the experimental laser ablation data and the 3D model the 
simulation was conducted without gas convection as justified in the previous sub-section. 
 
5.2.1  Extend of Polymer Degradation 
To compare the experimental results with numerical predictions, three parameters were analysed. 
The damage was measured in terms of polymer removal. The extent of polymer degradation on the top 
surface along the fibre direction, normal to the fibre direction (which are termed the major and minor axis, 
respectively) and the maximum polymer degradation depth are the 3 parameters used to describe the 
damage. These damage dimensions are assigned to the numerical predictions of the lengths at which the 
polymer volume fraction has fallen to below 5%  of its initial volume fraction i.e. p = 0.05p(t0). 
Although such choice of the critical polymer volume fraction is a bit arbitrary, it is not critical given the 
sharp reaction front as seen in Figure 5. The comparison is first drawn by considering the predicted 
damage along the major and minor axes for the polymer degradation, shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
The raw numerical predictions show a step like profile, which is solely the effect of homogenization in a 
single cell. The mesh size used is 50μm by 50μm by 25μm, which is approximately equal to the width of 
the decomposition front. At a particular time instance the first half of the cell is fully decomposed while 
the second half still contains only slightly damaged composite. It means that the realistic predictions for 
the damage extent can be obtained by joining together the leading edges of each steps as shown in Figures 
10 and 11. Numerical simulations with the reduced mesh sizes confirmed this prediction. 
 Figure  10: Comparison between predictions of the thermo-chemical degradation and experimental laser 
ablation results for the damage along the major axis. Adding or removing polymer layers between the 
plies has a small effect on the damage, whereas the plies orientation has a strong effect. 
 Figure  11: Comparison between predictions of the thermo-chemical degradation and experimental laser 
ablation results for damage along the minor axis. The damage is approximately within the laser beam 
diameter. 
   
The numerical predictions for the major and minor axes both show an increasing trend over time, 
with the major axis showing a greater rate of increase, which is expected. The higher thermal conductivity 
along the fibres directs the heat flow along the major axis and this excessive heat drives polymer 
pyrolysis. The predicted damage along the major axis for the unidirectional CFC sample reaches 
saturation at 10mm, which is the size of the model panel.  A similar comparison was undertaken for the 
maximum damage depth, as shown in Figure 12. It is obvious that changes in fibre orientation between 
the plies significantly reduces the damage, not only along the fibres but also through the thickness of the 
CFC plaque. 
 Figure  12: Comparison between predictions for the thermo-chemical degradation and experimental laser 
ablation results for the damaged depth. 
   
By comparing the numerical predictions with the experimental results it is evident that the 
damage length along the minor axis is in a very good agreement with the experimental results. Since the 
heat mainly dissipates along the fibres, the damage is approximately within the laser beam diameter. On 
the other hand, the numerical predictions overestimate the measured damage along the major axis but 
underestimate the experimentally observed damage depth. This is mainly due to uncertainties in the 
material properties, especially their dependence on temperature. Sensitivity studies [17] showed that the 
realistic variation in thermal properties may change the damage extent by the factor of 2. The leading 
discrepancy between the predictions and the measurements come from the initial stage of the ablation 
process, the rate at which both the predicted major length and the damage depth increase is roughly 
comparable to that of the experimental rate. This could imply that the specific heat values used in the 
model are not accurate. Another reason which might explain the differences is that the numerical model 
did not consider carbon fibre removal. If carbon fibres were removed then the heat flux boundary would 
be at a deeper depth within the material, which would certainly produce a greater damage depth. It would 
also reduce the thermal input to the fibre in the top layer and decrease the damage along the major axis. 
Modern CFCs panel contain thin polymer layers between the plies. Modelling of such layers 
would need a relatively fine mesh. The simulation suggests that in many cases these layers can be omitted 
from the model. The model predictions are affected only slightly by these layers, as shown in Figures 10, 
11 and 12.  
Comparison between multi-directional CFC panel and unidirectional cases shows a significant 
difference. Although it is simpler to consider a unidirectional CFC panel (or indeed prepare experiments 
with such panels), such damage predictions are an overestimate of the experimentally measured damage 
and so it is recommended to use the real ply layup. This result further indicates that the replacement of 3D 
composite structures by effective 2D axisymmetric model [6] cannot predict the experimental features 
shown in Figure 1. 
 
5.2.2 Model Sensitivity to Variations in Materials Properties 
The model assumes temperature and pressure independent values for thermal conductivity, 
specific heat and density. Possible effects of these simplifications have been briefly mentioned in sections 
2.3 and 5.1.1. The sensitivity of the numerical predictions to the material properties has been analysed. 
The thermal conductivity of the polymer is the most variable parameter which may probably vary -25% to 
+100% [18]. Expected changes in volumetric specific heat are smaller, 25% increase at high temperature 
and pressure is a reasonable assumption [18]. The model predictions are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 
14. 
 
Figure 13: Comparisons of the polymer degradation depth as the through thickness conductivity is 
varied in −25% − +100% range in respect to reference value calculated using Eq.(7) with input given in 
Table 1. The model geometry includes polymer layers between plies in CFCs. 
 
Figure 14: Comparisons of polymer degradation along the major axis as the through thickness 
conductivity is varied in −25% − +100% range in respect to reference value calculated using Eq.(7) with 
input given in Table 1. The model geometry includes polymer layers between plies in CFCs. 
 
From the above figures it is evident that as the through thickness conductivity is increased, there 
is a noticeable increase in damage depth and a slight decrease in damage along major axis. This can be 
explained by the increased heat flux towards the material depth as through thickness conductivity 
increases, at the cost of heat flux propagating along the fibre direction. There is approximately a linear 
variation in damage dimensions with the thermal conductivity within the range considered and the 
increase in the conductivity of polymer makes an agreement between the model and the experiment better. 
 
The increase in volumetric specific heat of the polymer changes the predictions very little. 
Actually variation of these material properties only affects the initial transient increase of polymer 
degradation.  
 
 
5.2.3. Fracture and Delamination 
Components of modern CFCs are specially selected to reduce any thermal strains which may 
appear due to temperature variations i.e. differential thermal expansion. It means that even high thermal 
gradients in the ablation experiments would not introduce large mismatch strain between the plies and it 
should not lead to the observed delamination. On the other hand, the gas generation and associated high 
pressure may lead to the local fracture, as shown in Figure 2. Section 5.1.3 indicates that the pressure 
required for the fracture can be built up at the point where the gas volume fraction content is as low as 
φg = 0.0005. Comparison between Figure 15 and Figure 2 indicates that it is reasonable to assume that the 
extent of fractured region can be predicted by the gas volume fraction. Furthermore Figure 13 also 
indicates that due to the presence of polymers layers between plies, the pressure build is elongated in 
these regions and under-cuts the CFC layers.  
 
Figure  15: The cross-section of the model sample with polymer volume fraction shown. Also the isolines 
of the constant polymer volume fraction are shown. The high pressure region approximately extends to  
φg = 0.0005. Note that the fracture may occur far ahead of the degradation front. 
 
6  Conclusions  
A thermo-chemical degradation model has been used to analyse a complex damage in CFCs under 
intensive heat fluxes typical for lightning strikes, fires or laser processing. The laser ablation experiment 
was chosen as a verification tool since it simplifies the inputs required by the model, and it restricts the 
consideration to a thermal model only with no need for an electrical conduction model. The model 
assumptions and input parameters were verified by the experiments. It was shown the model successfully 
describes both the polymer pyrolysis and the high gas pressure produced in such decomposition. The 
observations can be summarised as follows: 
 The observed damage mainly consist of polymer decomposition and delamination with small amount 
of carbon fibres being removed. The polymer degradation shows a clearly noticeable front between 
virgin CFC and bare fibres.  
 Fractures have been found at significant distance in front of the reaction front. Since components of 
modern CFCs are specially selected to reduce any thermal stresses, the observed fractures are 
believed to be a result of the gas products from the pyrolysis. 
 The developed model also suggests that the main reason for the delamination is a high pressure of the 
gas products of the polymer decomposition. The extent of the fracture is linked with tensile strength 
of the polymer. 
 For a particular composite the fracture conditions can be approximately attributed to the minimum 
voids volume fraction which leads to such fracture, e.g. for M21/T700 composites this value is about 
0.0005. Since the critical volume fraction is very small, the delamination can be seen at significant 
distances in front of the reaction front.  
 The distribution of voids and temperature profile within the composite panel can be predicted from 
convection free formulation.  
 The anisotropy and layup of the plies within the composite panel are very important for heat 
transport. Common simplifications like axisymmetric in-plane approximation or a single 
unidirectional layer lead to erroneous predictions of the damage topology and extent.  
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